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Sorichetta et al (2017) Nature Sci Data; Gaughan et al (2017) Nature Sci Data
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Movements via air travel in 21st century

People don’t stay still….



Internal 
displacements 
observed from CDRs

Following the Haiti 
earthquake (2010)

About 40% of displaced phone users
left Port-au-Prince and the areas
affected by the earthquake to stay at
many different destinations across
Haiti (up to 100km away) in the week
following the earthquake.

And about 60% of displaced phone
users remained within 10 km of their
home (not shown).



Understanding mobility patterns in climate 
stressed regions 
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Lu X et al. Global Environmental Change 2016.

Before During cyclone 

Bangladesh





Traditional New

Smartphone/app location history

Lai et al (2019) JTM; Tatem (2015) International Health; Ruktanonchai et al (2018) Int J Health Geogr

Data sources for measuring human mobility
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Smartphone/app location history

Lai et al (2019) JTM; Tatem (2015) International Health; Ruktanonchai et al (2018) Int J Health Geogr

Data sources for measuring human mobility



Mobile phone geo-locations

Time 1

Time 2

Geolocated by nearest 
tower, Wi-Fi, IP address, 
or GPS

Network operators record time 
and tower/location of call for 
billing, etc.
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Case studies: measuring domestic migration 
and seasonal changes in human mobility



Mobile phone data for migration statistics

Lai S et al. Nature Palgrave Communications 2019

Mobile phone data:
• Dataset of 72 billion anonimized CDRs 

between October 2010 and April 2014 
from MTC, the leading network operator 
in Namibia with a 76% market share. 

• Processed to match as closely as possible 
time period and categories/geography of 
census questions in 2011



CDR-derived user locations

• Location of a mobile/SIM user was defined by 
the location of the routing mobile phone 
tower, spatially aggregated to regional level to 
match the census migration data.

• Home location: defined as the region where 
the user was observed most frequently during 
12 months

• Migrant user: A mobile phone user changed 
home locations between two years.

12 mo.12 mo.



Highly correlation between CDR and census-derived 
migrations



Migration Prediction Models
• CDR-based linear models (CDRLMs): simply using CDR-derived migrating user data alone or 

combined with covariates

• Validation and goodness-of-fit indicators: we 
used a leave-one-out-cross-validation 
(LOOCV) approach to calculate the root-
mean-square error (RMSE). The model with 
the lowest RMSE was determined as the best 
model.



CDRLM vs Census-derived migration

Outflow Inflow Net flow

Based on the optimal model with the lowest RMSE



CDRs and census data show very similar migration 
patterns

Census CDRLM

Note: The Zambezi region as an outliner is excluded.



The Zambezi region as an outliner is excluded.

Migrants departing and arriving in 2012 compared to 2011   

Updating migration statistics across years

Outflow Inflow



Seasonal movements

Song et al. International Journal of Modern Physics C 2021.

Temporal patterns of population flows in China in from April 23, 2013 to April 30, 2014.
Each curve represents the change of the net population flow in a prefecture (~340 prefectures in China).



Mobility change over time in other countries





Mobility impacts: 
Intervention/Healthcare demands

Erbach-Schoenberg et al (2016) Pop Health Metrics; Alegana et al (2012) IJHG
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% incidence difference by district

Mobility impacts: 
Health metrics



Emerging infectious diseases

Mobility impacts: Transmission dynamics



Re-emerging infectious diseases

Mobility impacts: Transmission dynamics



Human mobility and COVID-19 spread



Case studies: Evaluating spread risk of SARS-
CoV-2 and variants through human movements



How has COVID-19 spread within China and between continents?



COVID-19：
Domestic destinations of 5 million travellers from Wuhan

Historical patterns of daily human movement by county 
in Wuhan City and Hubei Province before COVID-19
Green/Red colour: 2 weeks before/since LNY’s Day

Risk of cities in mainland China receiving travellers with 
COVID-19 infections from Wuhan during the LNY migration
based on the population movement data 

Lai et al. DSM



International destinations of travellers from China

Top 50 ranked cities receiving airline travellers from 18 cities in mainland China over a period of 
three months, representing 15 days before LNY’s Day and 2 and half months following LNY’s Day.
Based on air travel data from February to April 2018, obtained from the International Air Travel Association





Li & Lai , et al. Nature 2021

Data sources: WHO, as of 14 Dec 2021

Variants of concern (VOCs)





Mobility Cases

Resurgence after relaxing travel restrictions

Li & Lai et al (2021) Nature



10 European countries
• Google aggregated mobility data
• ~4000 genomes sampled from GISAID 

datasets between 29 Jan and 31 Oct 2020

Google mobility in the 10 countries 
during 2-week intervals

weekly genome sampling by country



Estimated introductions between the countries for different time 
intervals throughout the SARS-CoV-2 evolutionary history

15 June 2020: many EU and Schengen-area countries opened their borders to other countries 
15 August 2020: before which the majority of holiday return travel is expected for many countries



Estimated geographical origin of viral 
influx of lineage B.1.177 over the 
summer in Europe

15 June–15 August 2020



Airplane 

Train

Column

Row

Hu et al, CID 2020; 2021

How high is the risk of COVID-19 transmission on train and plane?



Domestic airlines and high-speed trains from Wuhan
20 Dec 2019 – 23 Jan 2020 

Airlines
(Boeing & Airbus)

High-speed railways 
(D-train ≤250km/h; G-train ≤350km/h) 

Hu et al, CID 2020; https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.12.21.20248383v1  



Scenario 1: estimating the upper 
bound of risk, assuming that there 
was no family or friend 
relationship between travellers, 
nor any contacts before and after 
the journey.

Scenario 2: estimating the lower 
bound of risk, assuming 
passengers seating immediately 
adjacent to the index patient with 
same destinations were family or 
friends, as the transmission of 
SARS-CoV-2 between them were 
more likely to happen at home or 
working place.

~ 2 secondary cases /10 index patients on airplanes 
~ 1 secondary cases /10 index patients on trains and trains

Attack rate of COVID-19 among passengers departing from Wuhan 

The risk varied by seat location



COVID-19 attack rate and travel time 

airplane high-speed train 

Travel time of airplane passengers: 1.1 - 4.3 hours (mean 2.0, SD 0.5)

Travel time of train passengers: 0.2 - 12.6 hours (mean 2.2, SD 2.0)

The risk was not significantly different between the types of aircraft (Boeing and 
Airbus) and trains (D-train ≤250km/h; G-train ≤350km/h)

Hu et al, CID 2020; https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.12.21.20248383v1  



Case studies: Assessing impacts of interventions 
on COVID-19 transmission



Which non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) had the biggest 
effects in containing COVID-19 at the early stage?

Travel restrictions Early detection and 
isolation of cases Social distancing



Tian S et al. National Science Review 2021

Mobility changes in China, 2020



https://dataforgood.fb.com/

https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/https://covid19.apple.com/mobility



Global domestic mobility changes during the first wave of pandemic

Mainland China used Baidu data, taking Jan 5 – 22, 2020 as a baseline. 
All other 134 countries/territories/areas used Google data, taking Jan 5 – Feb 15, 2020 as a baseline 

Lai S et al. Engineering 2021.



COVID-19 Models for Decision-Making
• Mathematical epidemic models

• Compartmental model
• Agent-based model
• …

• Statistical models
• Generalised linear model
• Generalised additive model
• …

• Geospatial/spatiotemporal model
• Age/gender-stratified model
• Travel network-based model
• Bayesian model
• Machine learning
• …



Multi-patch epidemiological model

• If each city/country is a patch, we can:
• Model spread between areas
• Simulate disease control measures (e.g. lockdowns) in 

certain areas but not others
• Account for differences between areas (e.g. disease 

prevalence, demographics, movement/contact rate 
reductions)

• Our mobility data helps define rates of movement 
within and between patches

Patch 1

Patch 2

• Subpopulation: Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, Recovered



NPI effectiveness + Coordinated strategies?



Change in total social contact index (TSCI) in Wuhan

Changes in human contacts in Wuhan with different levels of 
population density, mobility and physical distancing measures

How to effectively combine NPIs and vaccination to prevent 
COVID-19 resurgences?



Estimated effects of control measures on 
containing a resurgence under different scenarios

Huang et al. Nature Human Behaviour 2021



Changing real-world effects of NPIs and vaccination on COVID-19?



Overall monthly effects

• Combined effect of NPIs and 
vaccination resulted in a 
53% (95% CI: 42–62%) 
reduction in R0 by October 
2021

• NPIs and vaccination 
reduced the transmission by 
35% and 38%, respectively

• Compared with vaccination, 
the change of NPI effect was 
less sensitive to emerging 
variants



Mobility-based spatial sampling improves detection of emerging 
infections in mass testing



Mobility-based spatial sampling improves detection of emerging 
infections in mass testing



Mobility-based spatial sampling improves detection of emerging 
infections in mass testing



Global Health - One Health

Host

Agent

Environment

• The growing reach and volume of human 
mobility play a key role in socioeconomic 
development and epidemics

• New forms of mobility data are aiding our 
abilities to model, assess and respond to 
outbreaks/other events 

• Integration of data, methods, tech & 
evidence can improve disease responses 
across sectors

Wrap-up



https://www.worldpop.org/covid19



E-mail:  Shengjie.Lai@soton.ac.uk COVID-19 work: 
www.worldpop.org/covid19
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